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client name Flack’s Flooring 

title Cut a Rug 

creative lead Amanda Lippert date 11/12/21 

length :30 CH/job#  version  
 
:30 video & graphics audio 
  

INT: On a large rug in a home 
living room. 
  

*** 
Start on CU of a baby’s booty, 
bouncing to the beat. CU of 
Mom, CU of dad as they turn to 
each other and smile. Cut 
between various WIDE shots of 
combinations of the family 
members dancing, with CUs of 
their smiling laughing faces, and 
lots CUs of their feet dancing on 
the rug. As we describe the 
process, we see clips of Mom’s 
hand feeling samples, the 
sewing machine edging a rug, 
and a rug being rolled up. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*** 
Motion Graphic End Slate 
 

 
VO: Upbeat, Excited, Playful. 
 
 
 
Introducing Flack’s Custom Rugs 
 
Ready in just 3 easy steps 
 
First, You select the fiber, 
pattern, edging and size 
 
Next We cut & finish to 
perfection 
 
Then, it’s Ready in about a 
week! So you can get a groove 
on.  
 
No matter how you like to get 
down… 
 
Come to Flacks. We Really 
Know How to Cut a Rug. 
 

*** 
*Love Your Floors Jingle* 
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client name Flack’s Flooring 

title The Moments Down Here 

creative lead Amanda Lippert date 11/12/21 

length :30 CH/job#  version  
 

:30 video & graphics audio 
 INT: Various Floors in many 

rooms of the house 
 

*** 
 

Baby in car seat is placed on 
the kitchen floor/Parent gets 
down (CU directly in camera) to 
play peek a boo. 
Toddler is under the dining 
room table on floor with 
crayons/Parent gets down to 
color. 
Kid is watching a movie on 
living room floor with back 
leaned up against the couch/ 
Parent brings the popcorn and 
sits next to them/Dog joins 
them. 
Teenager is on their bedroom 
floor talking to opposite sex on 
phone/Parent brings in a 
snack/Embarrassed Teenager 
signals for privacy. 
CU of feet as parent steps out 
of the room. CU of Parent’s 
face, who smiles, softly. Their 
baby’s all grown up.   

 
*** 

 
Motion Graphic End Slate 

VO: Authentic speaking style. 
Woman/Man’s Voice  

 
*** 

 
 
At Flack’s Flooring we believe 
the most important moments in 
life,  
Happen down here. 
 
That’s why we’re dedicated to 
providing your family 
With an almost endless selection 
of long lasting,  
quality floors and carpets 
 
That keep up with the pace of 
your life 
 
So you can slow down for what 
matters most. 
 
Flack’s Flooring. 
Love every moment, LOVE your 
floors. 
 
 

 
*** 

 
* Love Your Floors Jingle* 


